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SIRI
PETTERSEN
Sensational fantasy
with a purpose
Siri Pettersen is the true inventor of a new kind of fantasy.
It is classic, yet you’ve never experienced anything like
this before. Realistic, immediate, and character centered.
The Iron Wolf is a spellbinding fantasy mystery on a Norse foundation, about blood,
desire, and addiction. It is the first book in the trilogy Vardari, an independent series
set in the universe of the award-winning fantasy phenomenon, The Raven Rings.
Three books are planned for the series.

the Vardari trilogY
bibliography

rights

2020 – The Iron Wolf

Norway – Gyldendal

Vardari book ii & VArdari Book iii

Czech Republic: Host

planned for 20XX & 20XX

Denmark: Gyldendal
Finland: Art House/Jalava
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The Iron Wolf
at Grandagency.se

Germany: Arctis
Poland: Rebis
Sweden: B. Wahlström

A little girl is forced to forget that she saw the devil.
An immortal commits murder to conceal an old sin.
A wolf-sick betrays his lover to obtain eternal life.
A mysterious clockwork starts ticking after six hundred years.
A grim secret, guarded for generations, has gone missing.

the IRON WOLF
305 pages
young adult

THE IRON WOLF –
VARDARI BOOK I
Juva hates blood readers. Praised for their Sight, they are nothing but swindlers, preying on people’s fears, for
power and profit. Born by blood readers herself, she knows only too well, and she has vowed never to become
one of them.
But when her family is threatened by vardari, the eerie lasting ones who never age, Juva is desperately entangled in a hunt for the blood readers’ legacy: a dark secret that once changed the world, and may do so again.
In order to survive, she has to confront the childhood memory she fought to forget: The time she saw the devil.
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author photo: private

SIRI PETTERSEN
continued

bubble
Abbie is angry. She is forced to get out of bed, forced to attend school, forced
to learn things she’ll never need to know, forced to live with the nickname Bubble.
She is bound to follow other people’s rules, in a crappy town, in a crappy world.
After the worst day in school, she finds a mysterious glass globe in the graveyard,
with a ragdoll inside, and everything changes.
bubble
284 pages
readers 9-12

”A bravura and wonderful book! A unique combination of magic and reality.”
Lubimyczytac, Poland

”Siri Pettersen did it again. She has such an exhilarating way to write that I expected nothing
else but a magnificent reading experience.”
The Owl’s Rumours, Finland

“Pettersen has a perfect pitch and linguistic timing where humor and seriousness always go
hand in hand. Bubble is a wonderful Christmas story in the sprit of Dickens.”
dagens nyheter, sweden

bibliography children

bubble rights

2017 – Bubble

Norway – Gyldendal

bibliography ya

Latvia – Latvijas Mediji

Faroe Islands – Bókadeildin

Poland – Rebis publishing

Føroya Læraraferlags

2015 – The Might

Finland – Art House /Jalava

2014 – The Rot

Germany – WOoW books

2013 – Odin’s Child
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Denmark – gyldendal

Russia – albus corvus
Sweden – B. Wahlström

odin’s child
672 pages
young adult

the rot

the might

512 pages

504 pages

young adult

young adult

The Raven Rings Universe

Over 270.000
copies sold

In The Raven Rings , classic elements of fantasy literature have been reinvented. There are no prophecies,
no dragons, and no magic swords. There is magic for sure, but you won’t find that specific word in the
books. The protagonist is a resourceful, female outcast. She is not ”chosen”, and has no special powers.
In fact, what sets her apart is the terrifying fact that she lacks the powers that everyone else has.
Built on Norse mythology, but far from defined or restricted by it. Dealing with matters of xenophobia,
blind faith and the right to power, this is epic fantasy literature with a purpose.

raven ring rights

RAVEN RINGS AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS

Norway – Gyldendal

WINNER

brazil – editoria valentina
czech republic – host
Denmark – gyldendal
estonia – varrak
Finland – Art House /Jalava
germany – arctis
israel – sial
italy – multiplayer
Poland – Rebis publishing
Russia: Eksmo
Sweden – B. Wahlström
USA – arctis US

film rights
maipo films, norway

Siri Pettersen
at Grandagency.se

• Winner of the Norwegian Havmann Award 2016
• The Norwegian South Literary Award 2016
• The ARK Bookchain’s “Book of the year” Award 2015
• The Norwegian Booksellers’ Grant for kids/YA fiction 2015
• The Norwegian Fabel Award 2014
SHORTLISTED

• The Polish Book of the Year Award, lubimyczytac.pl 2017
• lubimyczytac.pl 2016
• The Polish Book of the Year Award
• The Finnish Star Fantasy Award 2016
• The Swedish Grand Audiobook Award 2016, 2017
• The Norwegian YA Award 2016
• The Norwegian Ministry of Culture’s Debut Award 2014
• The Norwegian Bookblogger’s Prize 2013, 2014, 2015
• The Norwegian Booksellers’ Prize 2013, 2014, 2015
IBBY

• Representing Norway on IBBY’s Honour List 2016
7
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Heirs to Empire 1
The Eye in the Storm

Heirs to Empire 2
The Iron Rose

Heirs to empire 3
THE TOMB PLANET

176 pages

184 pages

240 pages

readers 9-12

readers 9-12

Readers 9–12

HEIRS TO EMPIRE

A colorful universe teeming with intelligent species, all with their own distinctive characteristics, culture, biology
and technology. A galaxy with both awe-inspiring miracles and shadowy mysteries in fast paced adventures into
the unknown. The story of Alice’s and Elias’ journey is an epic space tale that will take your breath away.
The chapters are short and easy to read with a lot of dialogue, and the books are filled with cool four-color images including a foldable illustration.

oskar källner &
karl johnsson
Bringing geek culture
to the next generation
8

praising publishers
”I am speechless! I don’t know which of all the superlatives to start with – THIS IS SO GOOD-LOOKING AND
COOL!” Sofia Hahr, Rabén & Sjögren, Sweden
”Heirs to Empire embodies every favorite story from my own childhood. The yearning to be special, someone
else, combined with great storytelling that makes you feel immediately at home in the universe – and of course
the amazing artwork that both embellishes the tale and stimulates the reader’s fantasy. I am so happy for all
the kids who now will embrace this great science fiction adventure.” pål Stokka, Gyldendal, Norway
“Filled with surprises and wild action, fun and exciting – Heirs to Empire is mg-science fiction at its best. Marvellous adventures, spacecrafts, fantastic characters, unknown galaxies and planets – and a family threatened
by evil. This is a true page-turner, and with the gorgeous illustrations we love it to bits.”
2aisu-Maria Toiskallio, Otava, Finland

A space adventure that will take your breath away!

bibliography

rights

2020 – HEIRS TO EMPIRE 3 – THE TOMB PLANET

Sweden: rabén & sjögren

2020 – Heirs to Empire 2 – The Iron Rose

Denmark: Gyldendal

2020 – Heirs to Empire 1 – The Eye in the Storm

Finland: Otava
Norway: Gyldendal

Källner & Johnsson at Grandagency.se
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author photo: thomas borg

johan ehn
stories that touch and stay for a long time
bibliography

rights

2019 – the horse boys

sweden: Lilla Piratförlaget

2017 – down under

Johan Ehn at Grandagency.se
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the horse boys
Sasha and Janek grow up at the orphanage in Czechoslovakia in the
middle of the 1920s. The boys practice acrobatics and perform the
most astonishing acts on horsebacks. Together they travel through
Europe and end up in Berlin. In January 1933, everything changes
when the Nazis take power.
Anton is a young man living in Stockholm in present time, working in
home care. One of the elderly Anton visits is 98-year-old Alexander
“Sasha” Kovacs. Slowly Anton starts to unfold the old man’s story.
The Horse Boys is a love story that takes place alternately in Stockthe horse boys
362 pages
young adult

holm today and in 1930s Berlin, where it follows different generations
of young men who like horses.

Past and present intertwined in a brutal love story
and an unexpected friendship
rave reviews
“I didn’t devour this book; this book devoured me. And all the way through to the endnote’s
references to historical archives and testimonies, I was completely hooked.”
P4 (Swedish Radio), sweden
“Urgent, engaging and beautiful.” Dagens Nyheter, sweden
“A grand historical fresco.” Göteborgsposten, sweden
“Beautiful and moving about love and friendship.” Gotlands Allehanda, sweden

Awards and nominations
Winner of the Nils Holgersson Plaque 2020
Jury motivation

“The Horse Boys is a multifaceted novel of development. The book describes in a
sensitive way the story of a low-key friendship beyond generational boundaries. […]
The author raises poignant questions regarding how we view our elders and the older
generation’s experiences that can help us understand our own lives in present day. […]
The Horse Boys is a strong love novel reminding us of every human being’s right to be
acknowledged, respected, and understood.”

Nominated to the 2020 Nordic Council Children and Young People’s
Literary Prize
11
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author photo: pierre björk

petrus
dahlin

The Scar
Scars are like tattoos but with better stories.
Zandra has just moved to a new town after something terrible happened
at her previous school. She walks around with a constant feeling that
there is something she is missing. She chases likes and comments on
social media and tries to buy happiness. But most of all she wants to be
special. Someone other people look up to, admire and get impressed by.
When she is going abroad with her family during autumn break, Zandra
sees an opportunity to change herself forever. But the past always has a
The Scar

way of catching up with us …

278 pages
Readers 9-12

The Scar is an eerie horror novel for the upper middle graders. It is
about growing up in today’s like-chasing culture. About trying every way
possible to gain the feeling of being unique.

How far are you willing to go for attention?
”The Scar is a well-written story with an insidious sense of thrill throughout
the whole book, but towards the end it turns really frightening.” BTJ, sweden
12

filix wood
Join Filix Wood in an undiscovered and mysterious forest world,
where being strong seems to be the only thing that counts and where
the evil from the underworld constitutes a constant threat.
In Survival of the Weakest we follow Filix’s journey from the big city
to the secret world in the crowns of the trees, where all that counts is
physical strength and courage. Filix understands that he must escape, but at the same time he has a strange feeling that he has finally

filix wood 1
– survival of the weakest
373 pages
readers 9-12

found home.
In The Night of the Greedy Dogs The Mine Council, which rules the
village, needs Filix’s help: He is to infiltrate the settlers, a group that
broke out and disappeared from the village many years ago. Since
Filix has only been in the woods for a few months, none of the settlers will recognize him. He is perfect for the mission! But everything
becomes much more difficult than Filix first thought. What is his
best friend Hazel Corkscrew’s connection to the settlers? And is it
true that there is a traitor in the village?
filix wood 2
– THE NIGHT OF THE GREEDY DOGS
350 pages
readers 9-12

a Fantasy adventure

‘‘

Survival of the Weakest is outstanding. Petrus Dahlin has created a
world of its own which you are immediately absorbed in, and you just have to
find out more.” Cecilia KnutsSon, Publishing Manager at Rabén & Sjögren, sweden

bibliography

Filix wood rights

the scar rights

2020 – The Scar

Sweden: rabén & sjögren

Sweden: rabén & sjögren

2020 – Filix Wood 2 – THE NIGHt OF THE GREEDY DOGS

Czech Republic: Dobrovsky

2019 – Filix Wood 1 – SURVIVAL OF THE WEaKEST

Petrus Dahlin is one of Sweden’s most popular children’s and ya authors
and has written over 40 books. Please ask for full bibliography.

Petrus Dahlin at Grandagency.se
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a story about loneliness and friendship, exclusion
and popularity, and about choosing who you want to be.

my royal grand golden life
Mom has always said that I am “a unique person”, that I am
“different” and “special”. I think it’s just a kinder way to say “weird”.
Sigge and his mother and siblings have moved from Stockholm to the
small town Skärblacka, to his grandmother and her boarding house.
Sigge thinks it’s great. Now he can renew himself and become a new
person. The plan is to become immensely popular, or at least be able
to talk to people without them looking at him as if he is a freak. But
how do you make friends? How do you become popular? And above
all: can you do it in 59 days?

my royal grand golden life
332 pages

Next book in the same universe

readers 9-12

coming spring 2021.

‘‘

Jenny Jägerfeld is an immensely talented
writer, an author who is going to take the world by
storm.” Kaisu-Maria Toiskallio, Otava, Finland

‘‘

Jenny Jägerfeld writes the most important
books right now, for the most important readers.”
Pål Stokka, Gyldendal, Norway

”A book which broadens the world, and in addition pulls us down to the
depths of sorrow, then immediately swings the reader high up to the sky
of laughter. In other words, great art.” dagens nyheter, sweden
”Jenny Jägerfeld is undoubtedly one of our absolute best authors of
children and YA literature.” expressen, sweden
”A fantastic book about sadness and grief and how one can move on after the most horrible thing has happened.” nya wermlands tidning, sweden

comedy queen
218 pages

Urachhaus

readers 9-12
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author photo: hugo thambert

jenny
jägerfeld
TOUCHING AND PROFOUND while
dealing with difficult topics
astrid lindgren award winner
Jury motivation
”Jenny Jägerfeld writes sensitively and with
great insight on major contemporary issues. In a
beautiful, easy-flowing prose, she allows pain and
drama as well as drastic humor to take place in
the text, thereby creating great reading
experience for young readers. ”

bibliography
children
2019 – my royal grand golden life
2019 – ask jenny
2018 – Comedy Queen
2016 – Top Bro!

rights

awards and nominations

sweden: rabén & sjögren

2020 – Shortlisted for the Swedish

China: TB Publishing Limited

Radio’s Children Book Award

Denmark: ABC Forlag
Estonia: Varrak
Finland: Otava
France: La Martinière Jeunesse

bibliography ya
2013 – I’m Just So-o Easy Going
2010 – Me on the Floor, Bleeding

Comedy Queen – FLX

Children’s Literature Centre Book Award
2019 – The Broocman Prize

Italy: Iperborea

2019 – Shortlisted by IBBY Estonia for

Korea: Beautiful People

the Tower of Babel Award for transla-

Latvia: Latvijas Mediji
The Netherlands: Ploegsma
Poland: Stara Szkoła

I’m just so-o easy going – Cinenic Film

2019 – Best children’s book, Estonian

Germany: Verlag Urachhaus

Norway: Gyldendal

film rights

2020 – The Expressen Heffaklumpen Prize

ted children’s literature
2019 – Shortlisted for the August Prize
2018 – Shortlisted for The Nils Holgers-

Russia: Albus Corvus

son Plaque

Slovenia: Zala Publishing

2018 – Best children’s book, Swedish

Turkey: Domingo

Radio’s Children Book Award
2018 – Shortlisted for the August Prize

Jenny Jägerfeld at
Grandagency.se

2017 – Astrid Lindgren Prize
2014 – LAVA Prize
2010 – August Prize
2010 – Great Reader’s Prize
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60.000 copies sold

frank the monster trilogy
100-170 pages
readers 6-9

A hit musical at Junibacken

(the Astrid Lindgren Museum)

The Monster Trilogy – horror for children
Beautiful stories about not fitting in, about people treating you like something you don’t feel
familiar with. And about finding your pack where you least expect it. Exciting, fun and just the
right level of scary.
“A both exciting and sad story about not fitting in and to discover a different way
out of loneliness.”
Aftonbladet, sweden

“ You don’t have to be a horror geek to love this book. It is enough to enjoy
reading.”
litteraturmagasinet, sweden

Mats Strandberg about Frank the Monster:
– I’ve tried to write a book that I would have loved to read when I was in primary school. I
wanted excitement, but as an adult, I can see that I was drawn to stories that also held a touch
of melancholy.
The werewolf is the only classic monster that I am not so fond of. Often the beast is a sort of
symbol of the unbridled and brutish masculinity, which breaks out of the veneer of civilization. I
thought that in a lonely boy like Frank, there is a creature hiding who longs for togetherness. And
the monster lets those sides out. That way, in this story, it is rather the people and their fear of
the unknown that becomes the threat.

Sofia Falkenhem about illustrating
– Mats has given me confidence by letting me into the story from the first blueprint. It has allowed for us to continually build upon each other’s ideas and create a world that is a mixture of
what we love and fear. Working with Mats Strandberg is proof that sometimes 1 + 1 makes 3!

16

Mats Strandberg &
sofia falkenHem
creating monsters with
hearts of gold
bibliography

rights

2019 – The totally true story about

Sweden: rabén & sjögren

Italy: DeAgostini kosovo:

the Centaur who wanted to

albania: Magjia e Librit

Magjia e Librit

come home for Christmas

Denmark: Alvilda

Norway: Omnipax

2017 – The Monster and the Humans

Estonia: Tänapäev

Poland: Czarna Owieczka

2016 – The Monster at the Circus

Faroe Islands: Bókadeildin

2016 – The Monster in the Night

Føroya Læraraferlags
Finland: Viisas Elämä

Strandberg & Falkenhem
at Grandagency.se

Germany: WooW Books
iran: parian publications
Israel: Tal May/Yediot

film & theatre rights
film – nexico, sweden
theatre – junibacken, sweden

Aharonot Books

The totally true story about the Centaur
who wanted to come home for Christmas
It is December 1st and the snow has just started to fall.
Through the cold night, Ken Taur gallops on his way home to
the centaurs’ secret kingdom. He has been away from his
family for a long time, but he is determined not to celebrate
one more Christmas without them. If only the road hadn’t felt
so long, if only the darkness hadn’t been so deep, if he just
The totally true story about
the Centaur who wanted to
come home for Christmas

hadn’t been so very, very alone ...

100 pages
readers 3-6

A mon st er s t o ry w h i l e wa it in g for Ch r is t m a s
24 chapters, one a day, makes the wait for Christmas more bearable for young and old
Christmas lovers.
17

Sara B. Elfgren
& MARIA Fröhlich
bibliography
2019 – I’M Not Sick!
2016 – Let’s Play!
2016 – Time For Each Other

rights
Sweden: rabén & sjögren

B. Elfgren & Fröhlich at Grandagency.se

time for each other

Let’s Play!

I’M Not Sick!

25 pages

25 pages

25 pages

readers 3-6

readers 3-6

readers 3-6

Time For Each Other, Let’s Play! & I’m not sick!

In an imaginative and touching way, with a warm tone and illustrations that are both clear and magic,
Sara B. Elfgren and Maria Fröhlich take the reader on humorous journeys when they portray topics all
children and parents recognize. The fascination of time in Time for Each Other, the celebration of
imagination in Let’s Play! and the perfect book for staying at home with a sick child in I’m Not Sick!.

“Simply a small revolution.”
Expressen, sweden
“A wonderful text, which in few words sweeps the reader on a dizzying journey.”
Göteborgs-Posten, sweden
“There is a lot of life and movement in this book which is also told in a funny way.
I’m not sick! is a useful book with a nice turning point at the end.”
BTJ, sweden
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Traditional fairy tales turn into Baroque fantasy

sara b. elfgren & emil maxén
The big banquet

Little Amund works in Duke Ludbert’s enormous kitchen. The Duke’s
youngest daughter, Ottilia, watches with disgust as the court indulges
in excesses.
One day, Duke Ludbert decides to throw a huge banquet – three days,
three nights, two hundred unique dishes per day and fancy guests from
near and far. But the Duke’s jealous twin brother plans to sabotage the
feast…
Amund and Ottilia must come to the rescue and are
drawn into a dangerous and thrilling adventure involving
disdainful dukes, conniving pugs, and hideous beasts.
.

the big banquet
140 pages
readers 6-9

“Emil Maxén has a knack for the absurd and creates memorable characters
and creatures in colour as well as black and white.” btj, sweden
“For a long time to come, I will remember The Big Banquet’s jubilant final scene when the monsters and the freaks pour into the city.” expressen, sweden

bibliography

rights

2019 – The Big Banquet

Sweden: rabén & sjögren
Denmark: abc forlag

B. Elfgren & Maxén at Grandagency.se
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author photo: anna-lena ahlström

anna
jansson
100.000 copies sold
in Sweden alone!

bibliography
2020 – the gold ring mystery

2013 – Foul Play

2010 – The Class Fund

2019 – the bicycle thief

2013 – The Pirate Island

2010 – The Knights’ Jousting

2018 – the lottery scam

2012 – The haunted House

2017 – The Cat Thief

2012 – The Ship Mystery

2016 – Mysterious Messages

2011 – The Pickpocket

2015 – The Mail Thief

2011 – iLLEGAL waSTE

2014 – The Christmas Thief

2010 – The Bank Robbery

2014 – Brother gone Missing

2010 – The Silver Treasure

rights
sweden: rabén & sjögren

Anna Jansson at
Grandagency.se

The Emil Wern mysteries
Emil Wern lives in Visby and has a detective bureau. That’s good, because Visby is full of fishy people.

THE emil wern
series
90-110 pages
readers 6-9

EMIL WERN
10 YEARS
20

johannes pinter
bibliography
author photo: martin runeborg

2019 –THE BABY FARMER’S CHILDREN [ 9-12 ]
the monster monster series [ 6-9 ]
2020 –the GROKE GhOST
2020 –the skeleton angel
2019 –the mermaid beast
2019 –the magician goblin

‘‘

2019 –the space slugs

Real horror
for small children

2019 – the were-gnome
2018 – The Flesh-Eating Tentacle Trap

Good horror is ultimately about facing the
demons with the only weapon a person has left
in the end – her own unique set of mind and
hands.” johannes pinter about horror

2018 – The Karate Mummy

rights
sweden: egmont

Johannes Pinter at
Grandagency.se

monster monster-series

Tove’s, Charlie’s, Johanna’s, Musse’s and Oliver’s creative skills have
become superpowers. Powers needed to fight strange monsters that
appear in their little town. The monsters are weird combinations of
different monsters, so they are double-monsters – Monster Monsters.
And they are hungry for children!

the karate
mummy

the flesh-eating
tentacle trap

104 pages

93 pages

readers 6-9

readers 6-9

the were-gnome

the space slugs
103 pages

the magician
goblin

the mermaid
beast

the skeleton
angel

the GROKE GhOST

103 pages
readers 6-9

readers 6-9

104 pages

104 pages

104 pages

readers 6-9

readers 6-9

readers 6-9

readers 6-9

104 pages

THE BABY FARMER’S CHILDREN
10-year-old Samuel and his family move into an old apartment building. The family who used to
live there had a daughter who disappeared without a trace, and no one knows what happened to
her.
Mystical things start to happen and Samuel meets a lady who tells him that long ago a baby
farmer lived in his apartment. Baby farmers took care of unwanted children – their job was to let
the children die. Does the baby farmer have anything to do with the missing girl?
THE BABY FARMER’S
CHILDREN
104 pages
readers 9-12

21

author photo: Patrik Nilsson

Lena
Ollmark
Horror for children

Lena Ollmark has a fondness for horror. She thinks horror is the
best way to get to know ourselves and how we choose to act when
we’re afraid, so that no one can use it against us.

The Nightmare Society – Do You Dare to Read?
The members of The Nightmare Society love to tell each other
stories. Scary stories that lure things out of the shadows. About
The Night Man, evil dolls, creepy insects, and whispering woods.
And then what happens, one can never really know.

The Nightmare Society I & II
do you dare to read & The Night Train
130-150 pages
readers 6-9

The CHILDREN OF FIRN VILLAGE
Leo, Natta and Teddy are starting sixth grade. Disagreements immediately turn up between the three students.
But then something happens downstairs in the basement. Among saw blades, drills and burners, something
seems to be hiding. More than one hundred years ago,
Contained

Stigmatized

FrostBitten

a terrible blizzard raged in the area. Some children were

189 pages

201 pages

206 pages

readers 9 -12

readers 9 -12

readers 9 -12

trapped in school with their strictly religious teacher.
What happened to them is a well-kept secret. But somewhere in the building there are still traces of an ancient evil.

bibliography

Rights the nightmare Society

(a selection, please ask for full bibliography)

Sweden: B. Wahlströms

2020 – The Nightmare Society 2, The Night Train

Iran: Parian Publications

2019 – The Nightmare Society 1, Do you dare to read?
2016 – Frostbitten
2015 – Stigmatized
2014 – Contained
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Rights the CHILDREN OF FIRN VILLAGE
Sweden: B. Wahlströms

Lena Ollmark at Grandagency.se

A best selling author who’s primary focus is
speculative fiction. She has won several awards
and writes children’s books, graphic albums, for
film, TV, theater and VR-games. Everything she
touches is successful.

sara
b. elfgren
Unlimited creativity

in dreams
578 pages
young adult

in dreams
A modern gothic story about teens at an elite school in
Stockholm, told from the perspectives of an insider

bibliography

and an outsider. It’s dark, yet it sparkles, it’s mysterious

2017 – In Dreams

and complex. You want to stay at every page to just feel
the scent and taste of the story, the setting and the
characters. It is a story about what happens when
dreams clash with a harsh reality, and about losing and
finding oneself. Infatuation. Art. And magic.

‘‘

2013 – tales from engelsfors
2012 – fire
2011 – the circle

rights
Sweden: rabén & sjögren
Czech Republic: Omega/Dobrovský

Sara B. Elfgren is a wizard of a writer. Her
relationships are so real that they feel magical,
and her magic so vivid it creeps under your skin.”
maria turtschaninoff, author of maresi and naondel

” This is a fantastic youth novel that works just
as well for adults!”

2013 – the key

folkbladet, sweden

” A brilliant fantasy novel.”

dagens nyheter, sweden

Germany: Arctis Verlag
Israel: Sela Publishers
Norway: Kagge
Poland: Sonia Draga

awards

• Swedish Audio Award, Best YA 2018
• Most sold YA title 2017, at Adlibris
• Best Books of 2017, Expressen
• Best Books of 2017, Dagens Nyheter
• Best Books of 2017, The Science Fiction
Bookstore chain

• nominated for the nordic council

children and young people’s literary pize

Sara B. Elfgren
at Grandagency.se
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author photo: Diana Juncher

Mats
Strandberg
A sharp eye for character
and dialogue
Characters created with a large
portion of psychological insight. Never
purely ‘‘good” or ‘‘evil”, but always
relatable and believable.

Representing sweden on
IBBY’s Honour List 2019

tHE eND
You are 17 years old. It is summer, and everything looks the same as usual.
But everyone knows what’s coming. In little more than a month, a comet is
crashing into earth and we will all be gone.
How do you want to spend your last weeks?
What do you want to say to the ones you love?
How does it feel to know the exact date and time of your death?
And if we are all dying, what does one life more or less matter?

the end
520 pages (whereof 100 blank pages)
young adult

Film rights sold
to Yellowbird, Los Angeles

“A stellar work of fiction that will cling to readers’ minds and take hold of
their hearts.” School Library Journal, USA
“Scandinavian noir meets YA in a jam-packed novel that’s part whodunit,
part romance, part end-of-the-world narrative.” Publishers Weekly, USA
“Utterly brilliant in its humanity.”

bibliography ya

rights

2018 – the end

Sweden: rabén & sjögren

iceland: Óðinsauga útgáfa

2013 – the key

croatia: fokus

italy: giunti

2013 – tales from engelsfors

Czech Republic: host

Norway: kagge

2012 – fire

Faroe Islands: Bókadeildin

Poland: Sonia Draga

2011 – the circle

film rights
yellowbird, usa
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Kirkus Reviews, USA

Føroya Læraraferlags

russia: ripol

finland: like

Slovenia: Mladinska

france: editions anne carrière

usa: aRCTIS, us

germany: arctis verlag
hungary: animus

Over 25.000 copies sold

Mats Strandberg at Grandagency.se

author photo: Kajsa Göransson

with a fondness for everything that’s weird,
darkly funny and noir-ish, storyteller Gustav
Tegby always finds new ways to explore the
best and the worst in humanity through the
lens of the supernatural.

touched
401 pages
young adult

touched
Sixteen-year-old Elin has been trapped with her dad in a
one room apartment her entire life. Everything she knows

Gustav
Tegby

chen window and heard through the walls.

Noir-ish weirdness –
closer than you think

A normal life outside the apartment is impossible.

bibliography

about the outside world she has picked up from films and
the Internet. And from what she has seen through the kit-

Because Elin was born with an incredible ability.
Or rather a curse.
Everyone she touches dies.
At least if you belive what her father says.

2019 – TOUCHED

Rights
Sweden: rabén & sjögren

”Awesome craftsmanship.”

Czech Republic: Dobrovsky
Italy: Giunti

dagens nyheter, sweden

“It’s damn exciting!”
Smålandsposten, sweden

“Breathlessly I flip through page after page.”
Göteborgsposten, sweden

Shortlisted for the

Norrland Literature Prize 2020
Gustav Tegby at
Grandagency.se
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